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“Mintel’s research highlights a strong desire for regional/
local newspapers to play a more proactive journalistic role;
conducting more investigative research and launching
campaigns on local issues. New resources are opening up
to aid such regional journalism, while greater inclusion of
investigative reporting could help further open the door for
paywalls”.
- Rebecca McGrath, Senior Media Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Looking beyond advertising for digital revenue
People want more proactive journalism from regional newspapers

The landscape remains challenging for regional/local newspaper publishers. Print circulation continues
to decline significantly year on year, with Mintel estimating a 10% drop in circulation in 2017 to 1.4
billion copies, and this trend shows little sign of subsiding. Publishers are subsequently making difficult
calls regarding newspaper closures and cuts to their workforce, often leaving remaining staff
overburdened and without the resources to focus on in-depth proactive journalism.
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Trinity Mirror dominates online
Figure 21: Leading press online networks, daily unique browsers, July-Dec 2015 and 2016
Trinity Mirror acquires Local World
Archant makes redundancies as it centralises operations
Iliffe Media completes acquisition of Johnston Press titles
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Formats of Regional Newspapers Read
One in five read a regional newspaper daily
Figure 22: Frequency of reading daily regional newspapers, May 2017
Figure 23: Frequency of reading weekly regional newspapers, May 2017
Free print is the most popular format
Few are currently paying for digital newspapers
Figure 24: Types of regional newspapers read, May 2017

Alternative Sources for Regional News
Local TV news is the main alternative
The BBC tries to mitigate its threat
Figure 25: Alternative sources for regional news, May 2017
Social media is the main alternative way 16-24s look for regional news
Figure 26: Alternative sources for regional news, by age, May 2017
Fake news on social media presents an opportunity to emphasise trustworthiness

Availability of Regional Newspapers
Publishers can do more to boost awareness
There is an audience for new free newspapers
Figure 27: Availability of free regional newspapers, May 2017

Willingness to Pay for Regional Newspapers
There is still a willingness to pay for print
Figure 28: Willingness to pay for print regional newspapers, May 2017
Some willingness to pay for digital
Figure 29: Willingness to pay for digital regional newspapers, May 2017
Monthly subscription fee is the preferred payment model
Tailoring paywalls for areas and demographics
Figure 30: Preferred online newspaper payment method, May 2017

Preferred Regional Newspaper Topics
Stories about local people by far the most popular topic
Figure 31: Preferred regional newspaper topics, May 2017
Sport is the most important topic for young men
Figure 32: Would most like more coverage on sport, by gender and age, May 2017
Interest in shopping and nightlife creates opportunities for revenue diversification
Figure 33: Preferred regional newspaper topics, by gender and age, May 2017

Attitudes towards Regional Newspapers
Six in 10 want more investigative journalism
Figure 34: Attitudes towards regional newspapers, May 2017
A stronger point of view could encourage people to pay for digital
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Figure 35: Attitudes towards regional newspapers having point of view, by willingness to pay for digital regional newspapers, May 2017

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Abbreviations
Consumer research methodology

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Market forecasts
Figure 36: Forecast for volume of annual print regional newspapers in the UK, 2017-22
Figure 37: Forecast for volume of daily unique browsers of regional newspaper digital networks, 2017-22
Forecast methodology
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